
WALL  PLAQUES 
 

WDC members are encouraged to display their dog’s titles on the wall plaques at the club. List all AKC titles earned from 
January 1st through December 31st and send this form, along with a copy of the title certificate (which will not be 
returned), to Peggy Stevens by March 31st. 

 

Title plates will be engraved with the dog’s name and breed, title abbreviations, and the owner’s name. Please make sure 
that titles are listed correctly and are divided into the following event categories: agility, barn hunt, CGC, conformation, 
dock diving, earthdog, farm dog, fast CAT, herding, hunting, lure coursing, obedience, rally, scent work, therapy dog, 
tracking, or tricks. These all go on separate plaques. 

 

Please complete the following form and return to:  
  

Peggy Stevens 
N9284 S. Koro Rd. 
Ripon, WI 54971 
 

920-748-3989 
linamialabs@icloud.com 

 
You can also give the form and certificates to Peggy at a club meeting or leave the info in her club mailbox. 
 
************************************************************************************************* 
EVENT CATEGORY (CIRCLE ONE)  
 

Agility * Barn Hunt * CGC * Conformation * Dock Diving * Earthdog * Farm dog * Fast CAT * Herding * Hunting * Lure 
Coursing * Obedience * Rally * Scent Work * Therapy Dog * Tracking * Tricks  
 

Breed of Dog_____________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Dog’s Name (As you want it to appear, NO title abbrev’s)________________________________________________  
 

AKC Titles earned_________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Owner___________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
************************************************************************************************* 
EVENT CATEGORY (CIRCLE ONE)  
 

Agility * Barn Hunt * CGC * Conformation * Dock Diving * Earthdog * Farm dog * Fast CAT * Herding * Hunting * Lure 
Coursing * Obedience * Rally * Scent Work * Therapy Dog * Tracking * Tricks  
 

Breed of Dog_____________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Dog’s Name (As you want it to appear, NO title abbrev’s)________________________________________________  
 

AKC Titles earned_________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Owner___________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

************************************************************************************************* 

Please provide a phone number and email for me to reach you at. Thank you!  
 

Phone #:________________________Email:__________________________________________ 
 


